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METRO TABLET APP – TRY IT OUT NOW 
  

Search for  
‘Metro Tablet Edition’ 
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METRO – A BRIEF HISTORY 
  

 Metro is part of dmg group which includes the Daily Mail and MailOnline – it is not 
connected to the international Metro brand. 

 Launched in 1999 as a London-only free newspaper aimed at giving urbanites bite-sized news and 
information on their commute. It now distributes 1.4million copies every weekday across 50 cities, 
making it Britain’s third largest newspaper and the world’s biggest free newspaper. 

 Transition from print product to an 'urban media' brand.  
 Urbanite audience are early adopters of tech, we need to change to meet their needs. 
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TABLET EDITION 
 WHAT IS IT? 

▸A digital ‘replica’ of the paper 
with added elements. Reach our 
target audience who aren't 
necessarily regular commuters 
eg cyclists.  
▸Paper content is the starting 
point and then we seek to 
augment the experience 
wherever possible eg news 
videos, film trailers, sound 
clips, HTML games. 
▸Ability to comment on and 
share articles.  
▸Edition autodownloads 
overnight via Newsstand 
▸Swipe through an edition 
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TABLET EDITION 
FACTS AND FIGURES 

▸ Launched in October 2011 - coincided  
   with start of Apple’s Newsstand 
▸ 4.5* rating in the App Store from  
   almost 10,000 ratings 
▸Named 2012 Newspaper App of the  
   Year 
▸More than 1m downloads of the 
   app, more than 400,000 subscribers  
   and 200,000 users across a month.  
   Daily use of about 30,000 
▸Digital editions contribute 8% of our  
   digital audience but deliver 38% of  
   revenue 
▸Highly designed product which give 
   advertisers premium space to reach  
   a valuable audience 
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TABLET EDITION 
FACTS AND FIGURES 

▸ We went for off-the-shelf app from 
Mobile IQ which is now called App 
Studio and is part of the Quark stable 

▸ Added our own customisations to 
the app 

▸ Allowed us to move existing staff to 
work on the app using InDesign, the 
same program we use to make the 
newspaper pages 

▸ Draw pages in InDesign, upload to 
a web portal, test on device and 
then publish 

▸ Usually 90-100 screens per issue. 
Done with just 7 people  

▸ Typical download size is 100mb 
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TABLET EDITION 
HOW WE BEGAN (2) 

▸ We started with a jPad 
▸ Look at other apps for inspiration 
▸ Focus on what works well on iPads – 

pictures -> create a tablet-specific 
‘window on the world section’ 

▸ Lots of internal user testing pre-
launch – influenced a number of 
customisations we put in eg back 
button 

▸ Educate your whole company about it 
– important for marketing and 
particularly sales if they are used to 
selling only newspaper ads 

▸ Showcase the possibilities to 
everyone eg HTML5 adverts, 
animations etc 
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TABLET EDITION 
WHAT WE LEARNED AS WE WENT ALONG – CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 

▸Encourage dialogue with your users - email address, aim to answer every 
single customer. We have to work that much harder to get and retain users. 
Always try to get them to converse with us away from the app store where we 
cannot respond to negative feedback. 

 
▸Use push notifications to engage with users - segment them to provide 
more personalised, relevant messages 

 
▸When you subscribe you get a weekly email with highlights from the editions 
and ‘first to know’ about product improvements. 

 
▸Hardest part is making it a habit - so many other things you can do on a 
tablet. Still primarily a home device, not taken on commute. Mid-sized 
tablets may change that. 
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TABLET EDITION 
WHAT WE LEARNED AS WE WENT ALONG 

▸App store exposure in Newsstand - helps drive several hundred downloads a 
day. Turning intermittent user into a frequent one is the hardest challenge. 
▸Use your other products to publicise the tablet edition. Add live news area 
▸Get your analytics working. Continue to iterate based on analytics and user 
feedback. We have a large games section now because of this 
▸Room for experimentation, particularly commercially – moved from purely 
interstitial advertising to sponsored editions, sponsored sections, souvenir 
editions and ‘carousel’ adverts for classified  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
App store exposure in Newsstand - helps drive a certain number of downloads a day. Use your other assets to publicise the product - eg paper, website�Get your analytics working. Continue to iterate based on analytics and user feedback - calling for games, so we included games and quizzes�Find room for experimentation eg Expedia, Weetabix, Red Bull. Case studies. Bread and butter is full page interstitial but we have developed specialised branded content opportunities and given classified a way in through carousel adverts. Section sponsorship and more.�Encourage dialogue with your users - email address, aim to answer every single customer. Habit and ease of picking up the paper means we have to work that much harder to get and retain users. Always try to get them to converse with us away from the app store where we cannot respond to negative feedback.�Use push notifications to engage with users - segment them to provide more personalised, relevant messagesCRM - subscribe and get weekly updates.�Hardest part is making it a habit - so many other things you can do on a tablet. Still primarily a home device, not taken on commute. Mid-sized tablets may change that.
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TABLET EDITION 
HOW A TABLET FIRST CAMPAIGN DELIVERS RESULTS FOR ADVERTISERS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
App store exposure in Newsstand - helps drive a certain number of downloads a day. Use your other assets to publicise the product - eg paper, website�Get your analytics working. Continue to iterate based on analytics and user feedback - calling for games, so we included games and quizzes�Find room for experimentation eg Expedia, Weetabix, Red Bull. Case studies. Bread and butter is full page interstitial but we have developed specialised branded content opportunities and given classified a way in through carousel adverts. Section sponsorship and more.�Encourage dialogue with your users - email address, aim to answer every single customer. Habit and ease of picking up the paper means we have to work that much harder to get and retain users. Always try to get them to converse with us away from the app store where we cannot respond to negative feedback.�Use push notifications to engage with users - segment them to provide more personalised, relevant messagesCRM - subscribe and get weekly updates.�Hardest part is making it a habit - so many other things you can do on a tablet. Still primarily a home device, not taken on commute. Mid-sized tablets may change that.
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TABLET EDITION 
HOW A TABLET-FIRST CAMPAIGN DELIVERS RESULTS FOR ADVERTISERS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
App store exposure in Newsstand - helps drive a certain number of downloads a day. Use your other assets to publicise the product - eg paper, website�Get your analytics working. Continue to iterate based on analytics and user feedback - calling for games, so we included games and quizzes�Find room for experimentation eg Expedia, Weetabix, Red Bull. Case studies. Bread and butter is full page interstitial but we have developed specialised branded content opportunities and given classified a way in through carousel adverts. Section sponsorship and more.�Encourage dialogue with your users - email address, aim to answer every single customer. Habit and ease of picking up the paper means we have to work that much harder to get and retain users. Always try to get them to converse with us away from the app store where we cannot respond to negative feedback.�Use push notifications to engage with users - segment them to provide more personalised, relevant messagesCRM - subscribe and get weekly updates.�Hardest part is making it a habit - so many other things you can do on a tablet. Still primarily a home device, not taken on commute. Mid-sized tablets may change that.
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THE FUTURE? AN EVENING EDITION 
REACHING THE AUDIENCE AT THE TIME THEY ARE USING THEIR DEVICES 

▸ Available at 5pm 
▸ Manual download 
▸ 40mb file size 
▸Vertically scrolling      
     pages 
▸ Two-minute summary  
     of the day 
▸ Shareable articles 

 

▸ Includes metro.co.uk’s  
    most read and most 
    shared articles that day 
▸ Recommended reads 
▸ Videos 
▸ Window on the World 

▸ Games 
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CONCLUSIONS: ICE 

Iteration – continue to develop the 
product so that it feels like it was built for 
a tablet and uses the platform’s 
capabilities – test, test, test. 
 

Communication – keep in contact with 
your customers to respond to their 
needs. Keep everyone in your business 
up to date with new developments and 
new opportunities 
 

Experimentation – try new things and 
use the data you get back to inform your 
decision making. You don’t have to be 
wedded to a full replication of the 
newspaper experience 



THANK YOU 
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@MoreMetro 
 

@JamesCadman07 
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